Experimental considerations usually favor measurements of the longitudinal rather than the irregular transverse analyzing power. This is particularly true for the case of the parity mixing in '~N. Some typographical errors in our published expressions are corrected.
%e agree that an irregular transverse analyzing power can be used to probe the parity mixing of elastic scattering resonances. As pointed out by Professor Bizzeti, it is usually easier to measure the longitudinal analyzing power we considered' rather than the irregular transverse analyzing power he discusses. In general, one cannot find conditions where ET vanishes while Ey' is maximum. In addition, for the particular application we discussed -the parity mixing of two J -0 levels, resonance-resonance interference (which is isotropic) does not contribute to Kr' but does contribute to I EL. Hence at back angles, where resonance-resonance interference is dominant, the irregular transverse analyzing po~er will not show the enhancement that occurs in the longitudinal analyzing power (see Fig. 1 ).
We take this occasion to point out that our expression' for the cross section for transversely polarized protons KT contained a sign error. In addition, several typographical errors were present in the text, but not in the computer programs used to generate 
, IC(»l'+,~e[lc(() Fig. 1 . ' We acknowledge useful communications with Dr. C. A. Gossett and Professor P. G. Bizzeti.
